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How multimedia helps in application layer. Take examples to support your 

answer. 

Answer: 

Application layer multimedia communication is inherently connection-oriented. We believe 

that multimedia communication can best be realized by a single application layer connection. 

This simplifies multimedia call establishment, release and control, authentication and 

authorization, and management. An illustration of the proposed architectural concept. 

Usually in multimedia multiparty applications, a master station is designated. The application 

process at the master station is the one who give turns in multiparty communication. In 

addition, it is possible that each station sends information to the master station where the 

application process selects information, maybe processes or merges it, and then sends identical 

data to each participant. An alternative is that the participant who has the turn in a multimedia 

application sends data to all participants directly. In any case, a multimedia multiparty 

connection at the application layer can be considered a centralized multiendpoint connection. 

Furthermore, a central communications control and management system can be efficiently 

realized at the master station, e.g., the addition of a new participant or the recovery of a failed 

one in a multiparty connection asks for refined resynchronization functions which can more 

easily be handled centrally by a master station than in a distributed way. 

In the lower OSI layers, use can be made of multipoint and multicast communication services, 

e.g., in B-ISDN and HSLAN's. The streams require diverse lower application layer services. 

Already in the lower part of the application layer, connections are to be implemented using 

protocol functions between the peer entities as has been done in the standardized application 

blocks. This implies that, in the lower part of the application layer, separate connections have 

to be used for the streams. Thus, a splitting function is to be used within the application layer. 

An Association Control Service Element (ACSE) is used within the application layer to provide 

for connection establishment and release of each data stream. Reliable Transfer Service 
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Elements (RTSE), Remote Operations Service Elements (ROSE), or similar elements (which, as a 

rule, use ACSE service) are used for VBR data transfer. For CBR end users, e.g., audiovisual users 

before coding is implemented, a similar element should be specified. Let us name it CBR 

Transfer Service Element (CTSE). It uses ACSE services and provides itself the corresponding 

services, controls the stream, transparently transfers information between its service user and 

the presentation layer entity, and provides other functions which are to be investigated further 

e.g., functions related to data presentation under windows. 

Therefore, the application layer should provide the following major functions: 

 a single (unique) connection for a multimedia call which can be a multipoint connection 

 a splitting function, splitting a single multimedia call into a number of stream 

connections 

 connections for each data stream in the lower part of the application layer, and 

 multimedia connection integrity control, i.e., control of service elements and their 

function in a multimedia connection 


